CASE STUDY
Exceptional service that guarantees
cost savings and maximum uptime
StorEx- Where a single supplier looks after all your IT needs

Banking & Finance Industry:
The customer provides a wide range of financial services in over
10 countries. They are classified as one of the largest African
financial groups, with a high focus in South Africa where they
are listed on the JSE. Their yearly turnover, on average, is more
than R30 billion.

Customer Pain Points
One of the biggest challenges the customer faced was that they had a
fragmented support model with no single point of contact for their IT
requirements. This made the management of their various support contracts
difficult and in return lead to inefficient daily monitoring.
They needed a reliable option, with daily on-site administrative support for over
2000 Server, Storage and Networking devices.
They were further restricted in terms of budget and needed a cost-effective
alternative to an infrastructure refresh. They were told that there is no capex
available for the next 1-3 years and that they had to utilize the capacity left on
their existing IT hardware, where possible.
Another challenge they faced was that there were limited Service Level
Agreement (SLA) and support options available in other African countries,
which host critical equipment for effective service delivery in those target
markets.
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Solution and Result
StorEx provided a resident engineer to monitor their IT
environment daily. The engineer acts as their single point of
contact for any calls that is logged from inception to completion.
The overall support is backed by a 24x7 Service Desk and Smart
Supply Chain division, who ensures maximum availability of spare
parts through meticulous stocking and provides seamless logistics
nationwide.
StorEx further provided a cost-effective solution to extend the
warranties of the clients' devices for an additional 14 months.
The client ended up spending around R20M in comparison to a
refresh that would have cost them over R100M. This led to a cost
saving of approximately 45% as opposed to what the OEM would
have charged.
To address the challenge they faced in their African countries,
StorEx created alliances with other business partners to ensure
stock holding in 9 of the countries and are therefore able to meet
the agreed upon SLA and relieve the clients pressure.
The client is now considering extending their SLA and adding
more equipment to their scope, due to a successful experience
with the StorEx Multi-Vendor Support model.

Equipment on support
Server Hardware

Storage Hardware

Network Hardware

HP DL360 Gen 6 – 10
HP DL380 Gen6 – 9
HP DL560 G7

NETAPP FAS2000 series
NETAPP FAS3000 series

CISCO – MDS Range

ABOUT STOREX
StorEx is a leading supplier of Third-Party Maintenance services, founded in 2008. The company
specializes in the Support, Maintenance and Life-Cycle extension of medium size and enterprise level
IT Hardware and Software Infrastructure. Our cost-effective Service Level Agreement offerings provide
low risk, high quality solutions across Multiple OEM Brands via a Single Point of Contact, within Africa,
the Middle East, APAC, Americas and Europe.
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